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MESSAGE FROM 
THE SENIOR MANAGER

Welcome

Welcome, and welcome back. What an 
exciting year we have ahead. Our team has 
worked tirelessly across the summer to 
broaden the experiences on offer in 2015.  

I encourage you all to get involved and try something new, 
whether it be our Thursday Night Live Program, Outward Bound 
events or, for the really adventurous, our Global programs. 

Accommodation Services La Trobe aims to offer the  
broadest and best student offering possible so if you think  
we are missing anything then please let us know – via 
email (living@latrobe.edu.au), our 2015 Guide (part of the 
Accommodation Services App) or by dropping into any of our 
office locations at Melbourne, Bendigo and Albury‑Wodonga. 
Based on feedback from our last survey, we’re still exploring 
options for epic blanket fort competitions and a life‑sized 
human foosball battle between staff and students – admittedly 
we have had to do some serious Googling to understand  
what these meant – but please keep the ideas coming!  

At our Bendigo Campus, students will have noticed some 
changes at the Long Room. Beyond serving great breakfasts 
and dinners, students will receive a discount if they wish to 
enjoy the new bistro style lunch offering. We also hope to 
announce exciting news about our Glenn Dining Hall in the  
next few weeks.   

For those of you having just made the transition from high 
school to university, please know that you have a professional 
team of staff and student leaders in place to assist you in your 
transition to life on residence. We want your time on residence 
to be amazing and I can recall my own first year at university 
(admittedly a long time ago now) as equal parts excitement, 
bewilderment and trepidation.   

I look forward to seeing you all around the Campus. My door  
is always open and I finish with the words of Bertrand Russell.  

Adam Campbell 
Senior Manager, on behalf of the management  
and staffing team within Accommodation Services.  
E A.Campbell@latrobe.edu.au

 A day on the green with Menzies College ressies 

“The secret of happiness is very simply this: let  
your interests be as wide as possible, and let your 
reactions to the things and persons that interest 
you be as far as possible friendly rather than hostile.”
Bertrand Russell
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Congratulations to our 2015 scholarship recipients

FIRST YEAR SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 

Sunalica Kumar, Menzies

Brittney Ward, Units

Ashlee Cremona, Menzies

Brandon Lim, Hillside

Hamish Stares, Menzies

Eck Jin Tan, Terraces

RETURNING STUDENT  
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 

Ashlee Shead, Hillside

Ellen Stapleton, Glenn

Elizabeth Shelton, Chisholm

Esther Thomson, Hillside

BENDIGO BANK SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Abbey Fairley, Hillside

Amabel Grinter, Glenn

Briony Dance, Menzies

Emily Hamilton, Hillside

Erges Cipi, Menzies

Grace Leahy, Hillside

Grace McLoughlan, Chisholm

Jasmine Saunders, Terraces

Jessica Hunt, Menzies

Jessica Li, Terraces

Lauren Whitehouse, Glenn

Madison Cleeland, Terraces

Melissa Basile, Hillside

Oliver Grimshaw, Glenn

Patrick Fawcett, Chisholm

Sarah Noonan, Units

Sonya McCarthy, Menzies

Stephen Leitch, Glenn

Talia Gordon, Terraces

Tyler Trevaskis, Menzies

2015 
SCHOLARSHIP 
RECIPIENTS
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Welcome back to the start of a brand new 
semester and year in 2015. 
What a delight it was to welcome back thirty‑eight of our 
intrepid residential travellers who participated in our Global 
Programs in December and January in late 2014 – early 2015  
to destinations including Nepal, Vietnam, Vanuatu, Cambodia 
and South Africa. 

Whilst visiting cultural and historical sites, our students also 
volunteered their time undertaking community outreach work  
– participating in a variety of tasks ranging from teaching in 
schools, to mending fences and feeding the ‘Big 5’ on a game 
park in South Africa to supplying water to outlying regional 
villages in Cambodia. 

Participants also each donated $200 to a charity of their  
choice in their program destination, with donations being  
made to the following worthy causes this year.

PROGRAM AMOUNT DONATION

Vanuatu $2800 Support for Larkei Village, Tanna

Cambodia $2000 Supplies for Villagers  
via CHOICE Cambodia

Nepal $400 Play equipment for children via 
the Mountain Volunteer Fund 

South Africa $800 Equipment for Children at the 
local school attached to the 
Game Park Reserve

Vietnam (Monkey) $1000 Materials and Supplies for the 
Monkey Preservation Centre

Vietnam (English) $800 Equipment and Supplies for 
Children at the Ba Vi Centre

Total $7600

 
For those who might be interested in travelling this year,  
we are very excited to be offering three new programs –  
a community outreach program in the Philippines, and two 
academic programs – Barcelona and a travelling program  
to France, Morocco, Turkey and Spain. 

Students wanting more information can contact  
Laura Burge (L.Burge@latrobe.edu.au) or read more  
via the 2015 Guide (download the guide via latrobe.edu.au/
accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook) 

PROGRAM DATES: NOV 2015 – JAN 2016

Vietnam English 29 November – 19 December

Vietnam English 3 January – 23 January

Vietnam Monkey 29 November – 19 December

Big 5 in South Africa 30 November – 19 December

Nepal 29 November – 19 December

Philippines 28 November – 19 December

Cambodia 29 November – 19 December

January in France, Spain, 
Morocco and Turkey

28 December – 17 January

January in Barcelona 4 January – 21 January  
 
For a snapshot of the highlights of the programs offered  
last year, take a read of the reflective essays or watch the 
student videos recounting the amazing experiences shared  
by a selection of the participants in 2014. 

GLOBAL  
PROGRAMS 

DONATE NOW
For more information, to donate, or to find out  
more as to how you can assist, please contact:

Laura Burge, Residential Education Manager

FUNDRAISING EFFORTS FOR THE  
LARKEI COMMUNITY OF VANUATU
As many residents will all be aware, Cyclone Pam  
has had a devastating impact on Vanuatu – and especially 
Tanna, which received the cyclone’s full brunt. 

The village of Larkei, which our students have visited  
for many years, was largely destroyed including huts, 
trees, gardens and livestock. It will be years before it  
fully recovers. Charlie Koukari, the village Chief, his  
family and other villagers are safe, and as far as we  
know there were no deaths reported in Larkei itself.

At present, as part of the disaster relief, there is an 
urgent need for building materials for restoring shelter, 
community facilities and the school, diesel generators  
and fuel for power, water tanks, and even books and 
teaching materials for the school. 

Any residents or staff who are wishing to assist have the 
option of donating funds or initiating fundraising efforts 
to directly support this community via Accommodation 
Services and our existing links with this community. 

http://latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook
http://latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook
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VANUATU
by Abbey McCormick (Melbourne Campus)

When I first thought about Vanuatu my mind immediately 
went to the pristine waters, five star resorts and endless cruise 
ships docking themselves along the water’s edge of Port Vila. 

That is Vanuatu at face value, but when you peel back the  
layers and really immerse yourself into the culture of this  
often stereotyped collection of islands, only then can you  
see its true beauty and wonder. I was one of a lucky group of 
La Trobe University students who had the once‑in‑a‑lifetime 
opportunity to travel to this wonderful country and experience 
all it has to offer. An hour flight away from the capital of Port 
Vila, Tanna Island is not only geographically separate from its 
counterpart in Vanuatu, but it is also worlds away in appearance 
and ambience. Tanna gives you a glimpse into a world that  
most Westerners could never imagine, let alone experience  
for themselves. There is a magic about this island that you can’t 
really describe until you’ve visited the place. Where Port Vila 
offers resort hotels, and a bustling central marketplace and 
social scene, Tanna Island is for those who cherish an unaffected 
small island lifestyle that fondly preserves the past and follows 
its own pace.

Our days on Tanna were full of teaching and learning with  
the children, playing endless games, braiding each other’s hair, 
weaving baskets and balls, picking mangoes off the ground, 
learning to cook custom food, making the trek to the rocky 
beach and swimming for hours with the children. 

The time we spent with the children in school was invaluable. 
They were so enthusiastic and eager to listen and learn from 
us that I began to admire their attitude to life. I started to have 
such an appreciation for the environment I grew up in and often 
wondered how lucky I was to never worry about what kind of 
education I was receiving. The villagers are some of the most 
grateful, selfless and simplistic humans I have ever met and  
they have truly enriched my life for the better. 

Living with the host families on the Island was one of my 
favourite experiences. The simplistic nature of their huts with 
thatched roofs and woven floors was so incredible. It didn’t take 
me very long to get used to bucketing water over myself for 
showers and the basicness of the toilet facilities. Within the first 
few days my feet were covered in volcanic ash dirt and I was 
more than happy for them to stay that way. It was refreshing to 
not be concerned with our appearances or constantly needing 
to stay connected with the world via Facebook. My host 
family were so welcoming and generous and made the whole 
experience very comfortable for us. 

I cannot stress enough the importance of grabbing these  
kinds of opportunities with both hands when they come about. 
The situations and experiences you find yourself in on these 
kinds of trips can never be replicated on just your average 
overseas holiday. As a volunteer, you get so much out of it 
mentally, emotionally and physically from providing what you 
can to the people involved. 

I honestly believe immersing yourself in the culture you visit  
is the greatest and most rewarding way to travel.

GLOBAL PROGRAMS 

 A magical place...  Volunteering in Tanna, Vanuatu

VANUATU

AUSTRALIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xXhSfCyWh0
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AUSTRALIA

CAMBODIA 
by Carly Jarrett (Bendigo Campus)

Two words to describe the Cambodia Global Program:  
life changing. 

I’m not sure what I expected when I signed up, but it certainly 
wasn’t what I got. It was so much more. I grew up so much over 
those few weeks. Before I arrived I read all about culture shock, 
yet I still struggled immensely. I don’t think I will ever forget 
how I felt on the first day after the walking tour. The thought 
even crossed my mind about giving up and taking the first flight 
home. Such a contrast to my last day when all I wanted was to 
stay longer. The conditions in which the Khmer people live was 
such a wakeup call and made me appreciate everything that 
I take for granted so much more. Simple things like road rules 
and hygiene standards made me realize how lucky we are. The 
fact that you can go out to eat, and not fear that you will get 
food poisoning is something I never even thought of at home. 

Being involved in community work with CHOICE was my 
favourite activity. Meeting the children was so much fun, playing 
with them and being able to help them with their English 
was a blast! Something that did shock me though, was how 
they seemed so happy and content with their lives when they 
have so little. It made me think of myself and others from the 
developed world. How we have so much, yet we always seem to 
look at the negative in everything, instead of searching for the 
positive like the children we met. I believe these children taught 
me more than what we taught them, even though we were the 
‘teachers’. They not only taught me to appreciate my education 
and everything I have, but they also taught me to appreciate 
life in general, that nothing is ever as bad as it seems, and that 
whatever is going wrong at that point in time, there is always  
a positive that can come from it if you search hard enough. 
I hope to take this lesson with me for the rest of my life. 

I am so grateful for everything that the global program allowed me 
to experience. It taught me lessons that I will take with me for the 
rest of my life, and I would recommend it to anyone in a heartbeat. 
And that’s coming from someone who hated the culture shock 
at first. I’m so glad that I didn’t give up when times got hard. The 
rewards I got from sticking with it has also taught me not to give 
up when times are tough because the end result is so worth it. 

I’d just like to say thank you to everyone who made the Cambodia 
global program possible. Because it really was ‘life changing’. 

VIETNAM – ENGLISH TEACHING
by Maddison Cobbe (Melbourne Campus)

From the moment I landed in Ho Chi Minh for our stop-over  
and we were greeted with torrential rain, flooding and 
humidity, I knew our trip to Vietnam would be the most 
challenging and rewarding experience. 

A highlight of the program was riding our bikes to the centre 
every day because what seemed like a crazy idea at the time, 
turned into a beautiful scenic ride that I was excited to wake 
up to in the morning. Another amazing moment for me was 
bonding with children and teaching them skills that will help 
them find a job and hopefully start a new life for themselves. 
At first the children were quite apprehensive to approach us, 
I think that was because we were so different to them, but about 
a week interacting with the children it was difficult to sit during 
lunch time without one of the them climbing onto our laps or 
taking ‘selfies’ with our phones. At one point I found myself 
having my hair braided, as I bottle fed a four month old baby, 
while cheering on the boys as they played football – I’ll never 
forget that moment, it was perfect to just be a part of that.

I am very thankful that I had the opportunity to travel to 
Vietnam and spend three amazing weeks with the happiest 
and cleverest children ever! Whether it was teaching the kids, 
playing hangman, singing the hokey pokey, having a game 
of football or eating lunch with them, our kids did it was a 
smile and so much excitement they looked like they’d burst. 
Especially when we brought stickers or picture books to class, 
as we would often be tackled by an army of seven year olds. 

I was so sad to leave the centre but I know I’ll definitely  
be going back. I really hope this program continues because  
I feel like we inspired the children to learn and try new  
‘Western’ things, some even want to visit Australia someday. 

I think it’s great that others can also share my experience.

GLOBAL PROGRAMS 

“What seemed like a crazy idea  
at the time, turned into a beautiful 
scenic ride!”

VIETNAM
CAMBODIA
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AUSTRALIA

VIETNAM – MONKEY PRESERVATION
by Sarah Warde (Bendigo Campus)

My experience through Global Programs has been both a 
positive opportunity and a chance to grow further as an adult. 

During my three weeks in Vietnam, as well as the time  
leading up to our departure, I was able to foster skills such  
as patience and initiative. I was also able to experience things 
that many of my peers have not even considered, let alone 
experienced themselves. 

Although not my first time to Vietnam, this trip provided me 
with many experiences that I had not had the pleasure of during 
my previous visit ten years ago. As the program is based in an 
area that is less frequented by tourists, we were able to be more 
immersed in the culture than if we had been volunteering in 
a larger tourist location. This cultural experience was a major 
highlight for me personally as I thoroughly enjoy interacting 
with people from differing backgrounds. There is no better way 
to learn about a country, in my opinion, than through its people. 

Another aspect that I enjoyed was the fact that I was able to 
work with primates that are extremely endangered, primates 
that my future children may not be able to see. It was such 
an honour to be able to contribute to the conservation efforts 
of these beautiful creatures, each of which had their own 
personalities which we would often joke about over dinner or 
cards in the evening. It was excellent to be able to contribute 
more than just our physical labour to the conservation of 
these animals, with the money that had been raised prior to 
our departure going towards the upkeeps of enclosures, food 
for the primates, and much more. I found that aspect most 
rewarding and would most definitely recommend future  
groups utilise the adoption program too.

My experience within the Global Programs has been thoroughly 
positive and incredibly enjoyable. I have created friendships with 
like‑minded individuals from completely different backgrounds. 
These friendships made the trip all the more enjoyable and for 
that I am very grateful. 

I will most definitely recommend this trip and the opportunities 
provided by Global Programs to future residents at 
Bendigo Campus.

SOUTH AFRICA
by Eleanor Stewart (Bendigo Campus)

I know it may sound cliché, but my time in South Africa  
was hands down the best experience of my life. 

My weekdays were spent doing a variety of tasks on the  
game reserve, while the weeknights were spent with the  
people that I had met from all around the world. On the 
weekends, we would go into Port Elizabeth and go out for 
dinner, visit the markets and kick on into the night. 

On the reserve, some of the activities that we did on a daily 
basis were road maintenance, tree chopping, game counts, 
game drives, feeding the predators in the predator enclosure, 
assisting the veterinary students with drenching sheep, 
witnessing a blesbok give birth, riding elephants, building a 
shelter for the lion cubs in the predator enclosure, demolishing 
an old farmhouse and searching for the elusive leopard. 
Try saying all of that in one breath, you definitely can’t say 
you’re bored at Kwantu! 

This experience not only allowed me to meet people from the 
Melbourne Campus at La Trobe, but it also allowed me to meet 
people from all over Australia, the UK, Switzerland and Canada. 

After having been home for a month, I am still keeping in 
contact with these people, with plans to meet up with them 
again during further travel. 

“Feeding the predators, drenching sheep, riding 
elephants, building a shelter, demolishing an old 
farmhouse and searching for the elusive leopard...
you definitely can’t say you’re bored at Kwantu!”

GLOBAL PROGRAMS 
VIETNAM

SOUTH  
AFRICA
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GLOBAL PROGRAMS 

 Vietnam English Program 

 What a sunset! 

 Vietnamese lunch 

 Big tree, big smiles in Cambodia 

 Cambodia Program team 

 Hey Hey! 

 Vietnam Monkey Program 

 Hello baby! 

A snapshot of Cambodia and Vietnam

INTERESTED IN TRAVELLING 
ON ONE OF THESE PROGRAMS 
IN 2015?
Contact Laura Burge  
for more information. 

Laura Burge 
Residential Education Manager 
E L.Burge@latrobe.edu.au

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnlXR26tNBM&spfreload=10
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:  
READY AND RARING TO GO!
Our Academic Programs, including our first year mentoring, 
specialist subject tutoring, our academic support program –  
the NET Program, and our textbook borrowing scheme,  
are already full steam ahead. 

Our Academic Mentors kept our new first years occupied and 
engaged during ResFest with a computer lab help session, 
providing support with their timetables and LMS, and an afternoon 
of trivia based on students college (SHE and ASSC) enrolment. 
The event itself was hugely popular amongst our new residents, 
with one lucky table taking home the food hamper prize. 

Our first year mentoring program (Study Focus Groups) have 
also started the year off well and it has been great to see our 
Academic Mentors offering support and guidance to our new 
first year residents to ensure they have all the hints and tips 
they need to succeed. 

Staff and students alike also enjoyed the Academic Mentor 
Inter‑Residence Event held 24 March, wearing their nerdiest  
and geekiest costumes to match the theme of the event. 
Pictures to follow in the next Residential Review. 

In the next quarter we look forward to welcoming Vinh Giang, 
our motivational guest speaker, residence‑wide excursions  
to Melbourne Museum and Science Works, Pearls of Wisdom 
and a SWOT‑Vac activity schedule. 

Chelsea Murray 
Residential Education Coordinator: Academic Excellence 
E C.Murray@latrobe.edu.au 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING:  
WE ARE OFF TO THE RACES ONCE AGAIN!
During ResFest, our fantastic Residential Assistants (RAs) 
kicked off their wellness programming with a DIY Dessert  
and Icebreakers session the first night, and homemade 
communal dinners the second. 

The feedback from leaders and students has been 
overwhelmingly positive, as these events provided a great 
opportunity for residents to get to know each other early 
on. (And who doesn’t love a free feed?!) As an added bonus, 
residents who attended these sessions had the opportunity 
to talk to their leaders about building healthy relationships, 
including strategies for making friends and ways to 
establish boundaries. 

During the second week of classes we hosted our first free 
cooking class of the year, which booked out completely! 
Students involved prepared three delicious dishes, including 
veggie frittata (in a rice cooker!), veggie quesadillas, and fresh 
guacamole. Look for our second class in early Semester 2. 

In week three we held the first annual ‘The Elephant in the 
Room’ event at Union Hall, which brought together staff and 
students from across campus. Guest speaker Seb Robertson 
(Batyr) did a great job sharing how he came to terms with 
his own mental ill health whilst in residence at ANU, and 
encouraged those in attendance to seek help if they need  
it, and to support others in connecting with support as well. 

We’ve got lots of great events and activities coming up in  
the next few months, including self‑defence classes, laughter 
yoga, the ‘Live Below the Line’ campaign, and workshops  
on sexual health, personal responsibility, and finances. In just 
the few short weeks since residence opened for Semester 1, 
nearly 100 students have contacted me to ask questions, 
schedule meetings, and get more information about important 
wellness‑related topics; this is fantastic to see, and I hope  
it will continue as the year goes on!

Ali Norton 
Residential Education Coordinator: Health and Wellbeing 
E H.Norton@latrobe.edu.au 

MELBOURNE  
CAMPUS  
NEWS

 Trivia winners 

 Guest speaker Seb Robertson (Batyr) 
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MELBOURNE  
CAMPUS  
NEWS

It’s hard to believe the year  
is already in full swing –  
but here we are! 
We started off with the arrival of our international 
student cohort and our International Welcome 
Program from the 17 – 19 February, hosted by  
our International Ambassadors. Events included 
a welcome dinner at the Eagle Bar, excursion to 
local shopping centre, Polaris, a guided tour of 
the Wildlife Sanctuary and a ton of free food! 

Whilst our international students may have 
thought that they had the place to themselves 
for this first week, Saturday 21 February, saw 
the arrival of over 800 of our new residents. 
It was one hectic move in day (particular so, 
considering the warm weather!) but what a 
great way to bring everyone together – our 
thanks go to the student leadership and staff 
team who ensured everyone moved into their 
new home with ease. We then kicked off with 
community meetings, followed by all important 
welcome dinners, and a meet and greet with 
our staff in the evening. The rest of the week 
featured an extravaganza of events designed 
to ensure residents got to know their student 
leaders, Accommodation Services staff, the 
university precinct and local area and included 
social events and activities, community floor 
trips, sporting activities and assistance with 
academic matters. 

Here, our Social Student Coordinators  
provide their run‑down on the week that  
was ResFest 2015.

CHISHOLM COLLEGE 
by Nutchee Wiratpruk

Scribble Party: This event involved residents 
dressing up all in white and writing their names 
on other students. This event was a great way for 
the residents to interact and introduce themselves 
with each other and learn 150 names in 4 hours. 

Geelong Adventure Park: Our first years 
together with the student leaders had a very 
relaxing day under the sun and also had a 
chance to do some bonding activities such as 
water activities as well as go‑karting and archery.

MENZIES COLLEGE 
by Marcus Copsey

Hawaiian Party: Everyone was dressed in 
Hawaiian gear including grass skirts, Hawaiian 
shirts and board shorts. This was a great way for 
people to mingle with other floors after getting 
to know their own floors on the first night.

Lawn Bowls: This day is a tradition on Menzies 
and lived up to previous years as being a fun day 
filled with sun, bowls and being dressed in all 
white. After a rendition of the National Anthem 
before the final, the winning team held the trophy 
aloft and that brought an end to O‑Week 2015.

GLENN COLLEGE 
by Tayla Geldenhuys

‘Under The Sea’ Event: The event involved 
residents dressing up in under the sea theme, 
and acted as the perfect opportunity for 
forming relationships and connecting better 
with fellow first years. The event involved a 
photo booth, jumping castles and a roaming 
photographer to encourage students to 
take part and have some fun. The event was 
successful in terms of bringing all residents 
together, and allowing them to relax and enjoy 
Glenn for all it has to offer. 

St Kilda Scavenger Hunt: St Kilda Scavenger 
Hunt involved over 100 residents travelling to 
St Kilda to take part in a scavenger hunt and 
relaxing afternoon at the St Kilda foreshore. The 
weather proved in our favour and made a BBQ 
and beach games the perfect activity for the day. 

Now well into the first few weeks of semester, 
we’ve already begun to host a range of social 
events within the residences, including Trivia 
Night at Menzies, raising funds for ‘Jason’s 
Road to Independence’ – a courageous Victorian 
football player who suffered an accident  
which left him with a spinal cord injury –  
and the biannual Tower Parades at Chisholm 
College – always a hit! This year has also  
seen the launch of two new initiatives –  
Thursday Night Live and Outward Bound. 

Thursday Night Live (TNL) features ‘come and 
try’ style activities and skill based workshops 
every Thursday night during the semester. 

Activities planned for Semester 1 include:

 § Latitude – Trampolining and Activity Centre
 § 3‑on‑3 soccer
 § Boot Camp
 § Digital camera photography
 § Multicultural dinner
 § Wildlife Sanctuary guided twilight tour
 § Box Fit, High Intensity and Boot Camp classes
 § Car servicing (with our very own Night 
Manager, Frank)

Plus much, much more!

Outward Bound is a fantastic new program 
providing out residents with outdoor adventures 
on the weekend. This year, we will be offering 
a ski trip, white water rafting, rock climbing, 
abseiling, outrigging and more – all at heavily 
subsided prices to ensure all students can afford 
to attend. 

Sam Fualau 
Residential Education Coordinator: 
Social Engagement  
E S.Fualau@latrobe.edu.au 

PROVIDING A FRIENDLY 
WELCOME TO OUR  
NEW RESIDENTS

 Menzies ressies, alright in white! 

 More photos over the page... 
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With the start of semester and the arrival  
of all of our new residents, and return of 
those from last year, it’s timely to remind 
our students of the importance of their 
personal safety and those around them. 
Here are some handy hints and tips for all to keep in mind.

HAVE A SAFETY PLAN
 § Develop a safety plan. Planning ahead may enable you  
to think more clearly, and provide you with the confidence  
to carry out the plan if things go wrong.

 § Establish a network of people you can contact for assistance,  
such as relatives, friends, neighbours, teachers, and police.

 § Program the Night Manager and emergency number 000  
(zero, zero, zero) into your mobile phone.

 § Tell people where you are going and what time you will return.
 § Ask for help if you feel unsafe.
 § Report any incident to the Night Manager.

SAFETY ON THE STREET AND AROUND CAMPUS
 § Walk confidently and be aware of your surroundings.  
Take notice of street names.

 § Leave one ear unplugged when using your phones, walkman,  
iPod, or mp3 players.

 § Be wary of people asking for your help/advice, assistance  
or money when out in public.

 § At night, if possible, keep to well-lit streets and major thoroughfares.
 § Know the layout of your college including safe paths and exits.
 § Immediately contact a staff member if you observe anything 
suspicious or threatening.

 § Do not leave valuables such as wallets, laptops or mobile phones 
unattended.

SAFETY ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT
 § Where possible, travel in numbers or sit in the company  
of people rather than on your own.

 § Check timetables in advance, avoid long waits at platforms,  
bus or tram stops, particularly at night.

 § Make use of the Glider, the Campus Bus at the Melbourne Campus. 
For more information go to latrobe.edu.au/transport-central/on-
campus-bus-services-melbourne

 § If a long wait is unavoidable, stay in well‑lit areas or wait near  
local shops or public venues.

 § If you are harassed complain loudly and draw attention to yourself  
to advise others of your situation.

 § If catching a taxi, where possible, sit in the back and take note of  
the driver’s details. Where possible pre‑order a taxi over the phone  
as the driver’s details will be recorded.

Wanting to talk to a staff member about community standards  
or a safety concern? Get in touch with Brendan via his email address 
below or via the 2015 Guide (Community Standards Issue section). 

Brendan McCarthy 
Residential Education Coordinator: Community Standards 
E Brendan.McCarthy@latrobe.edu.au 

MELBOURNE  
CAMPUS  
NEWS

 Chisholm Adventurers 

 Under The Sea @ Glenn College 

 The Glider, Melbourne Campus 

ENSURING  
COMMUNITY  
SAFETY

http://latrobe.edu.au/transport-central/on-campus-bus-services-melbourne
http://latrobe.edu.au/transport-central/on-campus-bus-services-melbourne
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BENDIGO  
CAMPUS  
NEWS

Three weeks into the academic year  
and the Bendigo residents are already 
demonstrating their commitment  
to our community standards.

RESPECT 
Noise after curfew on campus has reduced significantly 
and residents are recognising that others in the community 
may be sleeping, studying, and otherwise needing a hushed 
environment on res. It took a while to remember that some  
of the Units are now quiet, but we admire and appreciate  
how quickly the returners have adjusted to this. 

INCLUSIVITY 
Nearly all of our residents dressed in togas for our first major 
social event for the year. It didn’t matter whether they were 
going back to their room to study, going to Jumpz to do some 
trampolining or travelling to a licenced venue for a party –  
everybody was involved. We hope all of you are able to engage 
in a comprehensive suite of diverse activities over the year. 

COLLEGIALITY
Over 50 of our residents piled onto buses and enjoyed  
a great day on Sunday 22 March as we vied for supremacy  
in the inter‑campus sports. Sweat dripped, teeth were gritted  
in determination and cheers rose up as the Bendigo teams 
strived for victory. I am looking forward to hearing all about  
the outcomes for the T Races and the Villas’ community 
bowling game coming up at the end of March. 

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Residents are getting their electrical equipment tested  
and tagged, demonstrating their personal commitment  
to the safety of the community. 

We hope all Residents have a safe and enjoyable Easter break 
and look forward to welcoming you back on your return. 

Meg Driscoll 
Team Leader, Bendigo 
E Meg.Driscoll@latrobe.edu.au 

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:  
PROVIDING RESIDENTS WITH  
AN ACADEMIC HEAD START
Bendigo Academic Mentors been very involved being prepared 
themselves and creating the best circumstances for first year 
residents to succeed. 

Our Academic Mentors have:

 § Met with new residents during ResFest as part of first year 
mentoring, providing them with resources and support  
and encouraging them to strive for success

 § Presented their “Yes We Can” speeches and welcome video 
during ResFest introducing their role and plans for the 
year ahead

 § Facilitated three of the initial six off weekly mentoring 
sessions covering lectures, tutorials, timetables and 
much more.

 § Initiated plans to conduct an after hours’ study program.

 § Supported RA’s in their Community Connections (CCs)  
and Social Club in running events. 

It’s also been great to see that the Textbook Loan Scheme has 
been utilised to a greater degree than 2014 with 89 textbook 
loaned to students in need. 

In the next quarter, our Academic Mentors will be holding a 
fluoro ‘Roller Disco’ in April to mark the change from weekly  
to fortnightly mentoring sessions. There has been talk already 
as to what creative ways can be employed to minimize the  
pain and bruises from uncontrolled landings. 

 Our Student Leaders lifted, shifted and unpacked like professionals! 

2014

89 
TEXTBOOKS 

LOANED
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BENDIGO  
CAMPUS  
NEWS

HEALTH AND WELLBEING:  
MAKING RESIDENT HEALTH AND 
WELLBEING A TOP PRIORITY
It’s been a busy start to the year for our 
Residential Assistant team at Bendigo who 
support our health and wellbeing programming 
across the residences. 

Commencing with check-in day, RAs have since:

 § Conducted their first Community Connections 
(CC) meetings with all new residents

 § Presented their ‘Yes We Can ‘ Speeches during 
ResFest introducing their role and plans for 
the year ahead

 § Facilitated the much‑loved Amazing Race/
Masterchef Challenge during ResFest, visiting 
various locations around Bendigo to collect 
ingredient and cook up a storm. 

 § Welcomed back our returning residents at  
the start of March, creating Living Agreements  
for their areas. 

The highlight of the first quarter however  
has been the first Wellness Event of the year  
– ‘The Elephant in the Room’ – a large‑scale 
presentation regarding mental health. Speaking 
at both campuses, Sebastian Robertson, founder 
and CEO of Batyr and with personal experience 
of living silently with mental ill health whilst at 
university, presented to over 300 first years as 
part of his engaging presentation.

More exciting and engaging events are soon 
to follow with a Progressive Dinner planned 
for the Villas and Egg Challenge at Hillside. 
Accommodation Services is also partnering  
with Bendigo Community Health, the City of 
Bendigo and Community Kitchens to conduct 
cooking lessons for first year residents during 
the month of April – watch out MKR – here  
come our next batch of Masterchefs! 

Greg Loughan 
Residential Education Coordinator:  
Health and Wellbeing 
E G.Loughnan@latrobe.edu.au 

COMMUNITY STANDARDS: 
KEEPING OUR 
COMMUNITIES SAFE
Community Standards remains an essential 
component of community living and in Bendigo 
our first campaign has focused on safety in 
relation to reducing lock outs and securing 
access doors. 

Residents have been encouraged to secure 
bedroom and entry doors to ensure the safety 
and security of themselves, their housemates 
and their possessions. We are happy to report 
a significant drop in the number of unsecured 
doors and as a result, an increased number  
of happy and safe residents! 

Rachel Carr 
Residential Education Coordinator:  
Social and Community Engagement  
E R.Carr@latrobe.edu.au 

SPORTING GLORY:  
BENDIGO’S BIG BASH!
On Monday 9 March our residences faced off in 
our first annual Big Bash tournament. Umpire 
Brodie Biggs officiated the 5 overs-a-side 
competition with heats between Units v Villas, 
followed by Hillside v Terraces. 

Units and Terraces faced off in the final, with 
Units winning comprehensively! The Social Club 
helped to facilitate the evening and make it an 
excellent event for all involved. 

Click to watch highlights from the Big Bash

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26P4dDcQAl0
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BENDIGO  
CAMPUS  
NEWS

On a hot and sweaty February day, 320  
first year students moved into their new home  
with Accommodation Services in Bendigo. 

Our always‑helpful Student Leaders assisted 
with the check in and move in process, 
unpacking cars and moving fridges like 
professionals!

After a welcome BBQ and a chance to mingle, 
the students headed down to the Sports Oval for 
Friday Night Games, a long running Social Club 
tradition. Eight interactive and engaging games 
challenged and entertained our first years and 
wrapped up their first day on res in a fun way. 

Saturday’s highlights included the much 
anticipated Student Leader introductions 
(Yes We Can Speeches), accompanied by  
video presentations and a ‘believe it or not’  
fun fact from each student leader. The first years 
also had an opportunity to explore their new 
city with the Amazing Race in Bendigo CBD, 
followed by a MasterChef challenge to cook 
dinner in their community connection (floor 
or area) groups. Winning dishes for the day 
included spaghetti bolognese, tacos, shepherd’s 
pie and ice cream sundaes! The day finished 
with a moonlight showing of ‘The Hunger 
Games’ under the stars.

Sunday was dedicated to our Academic 
Mentors, with students getting to know the 
Campus, their mentoring group and tips on  
how to succeed in their first year. A credit to our 
Mentors for keeping their mentees enthusiastic 
and engaged in the exceedingly hot weather!

On Monday, our residents were educated on 
the different services and supports available 
to them, both university and community 
wide. The day culminated in the annual visit 
to ‘The Zone,’ with students dressed in ‘Back 
to School’ theme enjoying the roller skating, 
mini‑golf, go karting and laser tag available. 
Students then had the option to head out to 
Universal, or join the Red Frogs on a café crawl, 
with 60 students attending the latter option and 
overwhelming some of our fave Bendigo venues!

A big thanks must go to our dedicated and 
passionate Student Leader team, who were 
energetic and enthusiastic all weekend long. 
Thanks also to Food For Thought for providing 
incredible and delicious catering to over 
350 students.

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT: 
RESFEST @ BENDIGO

 ResFest racing 

 Flip flops 

 Hillsiders 

 Friday Night fun and games 

 Winning tacos 
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McFarlane’s Hill Residence welcomes 
28 students, both full-time and placement 
students from locations across Australia. 

A big thank you to Gemma Greentree 
(Residential Assistant MHR) for performing  
her usual circus tricks, multi‑tasking across 
many skill sets to welcome and orientate 
students from all areas of Australia.

Our residents have enjoyed getting to know 
each other and have already formed a strong 
bond through activities held during the 
Residential Orientation Program, some  
of which included the following. 

BUCKET LIST BUS TOUR
Residents enjoyed a day out, learning about 
the region, sharing food and stories, relaxing, 
and more food! Highlights include the Murray 
River Visit, Monument, Lookout, Hume Weir, 
Hume Weir Wall, local hangouts, shopping 
precinct, and gaining valuable knowledge 
and information. 

WELCOME DINNER 
McFarlane’s Hill Residents mingled with a 
further 69 residents from ‘East End Residence’ 
at the Quad with games and activities  
enjoyed by all.

PIZZERIA ON THE HILL  
AND SELF DEFENCE 
An opportunity for all residents to get to 
know each other, enjoying pizza and learning 
new moves! 

Residential Orientation flowed smoothly  
over to the Campus Orientation Program, 
with residents getting to know a variety of 
students across many different courses of study. 
Albury‑Wodonga welcomed 230 new students, 
with a total of 850 students’ enrolled in 2015. 

La Trobe Students have many options for 
accommodation; on‑campus at ‘McFarlane’s Hill 
Residence’ with 28 beds, 69 beds at ‘East End 
Residence’, 100 beds in off‑campus student 
houses, and another 30 beds in share housing  
or homestay options. 

We’re excited about the year ahead and looking 
forward to many more activities to support  
our residents throughout university life. 

Have a great year!

Melissa McFarlane 
Campus Accommodation Coordinator 
Albury‑Wodonga Campus 
E Melissa.McFarlane@latrobe.edu.au

ALBURY-WODONGA  
CAMPUS NEWS

“I can’t change the direction of  
the wind, but I can adjust my sails 
to always reach my destination!”
Jimmy Dean

 Hume Weir Wall 

 The way to the Wall   Fuel stop! 

 Monument Lookout 

 Monument Lookout, close-up! 

Highlights form the hotly contested 
Inter Campus Sporting Day  
between Bendigo and Melbourne.

Details from our Magician 
Performance at the 
Melbourne Campus.

An overview of events and activities 
planned to help residents prepare 
for exams as part of SWOT Vic.

IN THE NEXT EDITION OF  
THE RESIDENTIAL REVIEW
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AP
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AFL Sports 
@ Melbourne

Soccer Sports 
@ Melbourne

Outward Bound: 
Kayaking 
and Caving 
@ Melbourne

Social Event 
@ Bendigo

Academic Excursions 
to ScienceWorks and 
Melbourne Museum 
@ Melbourne

Badminton Sports 
@ Melbourne

Units and Orde House 
Challenge
Hillside Egg Challenge
Tennis @ Melbourne

Menzies College Ball

Personal Responsibility 
Wellness Wheel 
Activity @ Bendigo

Mid Semester  
Easter Break  
commences

Magician  
Guest Speaker 
@ Melbourne

SWOT-Vac Week 
commences
Open Mic Night 
@ Bendigo

Glenn ‘Tight  
& Bright’ Event
TNL: Photography 
@ Melbourne

Pearls of Wisdom 
@ Melbourne

ABC Fashion  
Parade @ Bendigo
TNL: Wildlife 
Sanctuary

TNL: Safe Sex 
and STI Talk 
@ Melbourne

Tennis @ Melbourne
Chisholm Social Event
Glenn White Night

Glenn College Ball

Disco Skating hosted 
by the Academic 
Mentors @ Bendigo
TNL: BoxFit 
@ Melbourne

TNL: High 
Intensity Training 
@ Melbourne

Self Defence 
Workshops 
@ Melbourne

Tennis @ Melbourne

Self Defence 
Workshops 
@ Melbourne

Self Defence 
Workshops 
@ Melbourne

Mid Semester  
Easter Break  
finishes

29
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UPCOMING 
EVENTS

Want to know what’s happening over  
the next quarter? 
Download the Accommodation Services App and 2015 Guide  
latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook  
and view ‘What’s On?’

Melbourne events Bendigo events

http://latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook


latrobe.edu.au

ICON 7783 CRICOS Provider 00115M

ACCOMMODATION SERVICES APP
Download the Accommodation Services App for  
smart phone, tablet or desktop. Search ‘Accommodation 
Services’ in the App store. The App is called Live@LTU. 

Once you have downloaded the App (a red icon with  
the LTU logo) select ‘Get your first guide’ and choose  
‘Live @ La Trobe 2015’. 

latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/ 
residential-life/guidebook 

STAY 
CONNECTED  
IN 2015

SOCAL MEDIA

facebook.com/accommodationserviceslatrobe

@accommodationlatrobe  
#accommltu #livingatltu

FOR ALL THE LATEST INFORMATION 
ON STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND 
ACCOMMODATION ON CAMPUS:

http://latrobe.edu.au
latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook
latrobe.edu.au/accommodation/locations/residential-life/guidebook
http://facebook.com/accommodationserviceslatrobe
https://instagram.com/latrobeuni/
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Melbourne Campus 

Bendigo Campus 

Visit the DRS Office or call 9479 1071
Or call the Night Manager 0459 401 055

Visit the DRS Office or call 5444 7425
Or call the Night Manager 1800 077 043 or 0457 824 993

ASSISTANCE
Please save the relevant numbers in your mobile phone.

LOCKED OUT OR IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE?
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